
 

QT4760-12A4-1M - Q-See 16 Channel Premium 1 Terabyte HDD with 8 bullet 4 dome and a 21.5” HD Monitor 
 

The QT4760-12A4-1M, a Home Depot exclusive bundle, is perfect for a home or business 
owner who wants the complete package. The QT4760 is a multi-channel DVR with premium 
features and massive amount of administrative control that you can use to your advantage. 
Transfer or back up files easily to a PC, or USB flash or hard drive and have surveillance 
footage on hand when you need it. While watching live or playback, you can take still shots of 
footage and even apply 2X digital zoom. The 650TVL resolution bullet cameras have a 
4.6mm Fixed Lens with a Color EXview CCD II Sony  Effio-E  image sensor.  A total of 48 IR 
LED’s with high-sensitivity offer vibrant images and the ability to view up to 100 ft at night so 
you’ll have clear images, day or night. The included dome cameras each have 30 infrared 
LEDs for up to 100ft of night vision. Designed to deter vandalism, each dome camera has 
plastic shield over its varifocal 2.8-12mm lens, which provides an 81 radius view with 650 TV 
lines of resolution.  Avoid having to purchase another monitor or occupy your current TV or 
monitor by connecting the DVR to the included HD monitor.  This bundle is literally ready for 
install and use with all necessary cables, power adaptors and the monitor needed so no need 
to deal with the hassle of purchasing multiple items.  Set up is easy and your DVR includes 
Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) to forward ports for a seamless remote monitoring set up. Q-
See offers you total control over your system to gain Peace of Mind – Anywhere, Anytime. 

 
KEY FEATURES: 
 

 MULTIPLEX MULTI-TASKING FUNCTIONALITY -You can simultaneously record, view live or recorded footage, back-up files and remotely monitor and 
manage your DVR on your computer network or the Internet. With Q-See’s DVR multiplex feature, you can do all of this without any recording loss.  

 RECORDING RESOLUTION - CIF provides real-time recording with smooth video playback at 30 frames per second per channel at a playback resolution 
of 352x240 or D1 at 7.5 FPS (704x480) 

 REMOTE MONITORING - Remotely monitor and manage your home or office 24/7 via the internet using or a supported 3G/4G Smartphone by up to 10 
users at the same time.  

 EMAIL ALERTS- Receive instant email alerts with snapshot images when motion is detected; when the hard drive is full, or when video loss has occurred. 
 THREE RECORDING MODES -Select from 4 different recording modes:  

o Motion Detection: Motion detection settings help to minimize false alarms. The easy-to-use motion detection set-up screen allows you to mask 
out certain areas which frequently experience heavy movement in order to avoid false alarms and unnecessary triggers.  

o Time-Schedule: Record based on a pre-set schedule that you choose depending on your needs. For example, only at night, only during office 
hours or only during non-business hours.  

o Manual: When set to manual, the system can be turned on to record 24 hours a day, 7 days a week or until you manually turn it off.  

 THREE VIEWING MODES - Select from 3 different viewing modes:  
o Single Cam: Display 1 camera at a time.  
o All: Display up to 16 cameras at once.  
o Timed Auto-Sequence: Display a timed-auto sequence, which shows each camera for a few seconds. 

 TWO SEARCH OPTIONS -Quickly find previously recorded video by searching in one of three ways:  
o Time: search video within a specific time frame  
o Motion Detection Event: search video by occurrences of motion  



 CONVENIENT BACKUP -Backup video files from the surveillance system to a PC, Flash Drive or USB Hard Drive in order to free-up space for new video 
while retaining important footage.  

 NAVIGATION MENUS - The user-friendly interface, along with the accompanying mouse and remote control, make moving through the program menus a 
breeze.  

 COMPATIBILITY -Operating Systems Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, MAC OS 10.6/10.7/10.8 

 Internet Browsers - Internet Explorer (IE), Google Chrome or Mozilla Firefox with IE Plug-in, Safari 

 Mobile Devices - Remote Monitoring on a supported 3G or 4G Smartphone instantly view live video stay in touch on the go! Instantly view live video from 
any of your system’s cameras. Supported Smart phones: Windows Mobile Pro, I-Phone/I-Pad, Android, Windows phone, Blackberry operating systems. 

 1 TERABYTE HARD DRIVE: Record and store video footage on the pre-installed 1 Terabyte SATA A/V-rated hard drive. The amount of footage that you 
can save on the hard drive before needing to over-write footage will depend on the recording and resolution settings selected during setup. This system 
can support 1 hard drive of up to 2 TERABYTE. 

 HDMI PORT: Connect to a TV/Monitor for a true High-Definition viewing experience!  An HDMI port allows you to run the video feed to a high definition 
TV/Monitor for a higher quality image.              

 BULLET CAMERAS 8 Included, 650 TVL CCD 4.6mm Fixed Lens EXview CCD II, Effio-E, Color, Sony image sensor, 48 IR LED’s with high-sensitivity 
that offer vibrant images and the ability to view up to 100 ft at night.  Flexible Theft Deterrent 3-Axis mounting brackets 

 DOME CAMERAS: 4 Included –650 TVL CCD 2.8-12mm Varifocal Lens 1/3” Sony Super HAD II sensor, 30 infrared LEDs for a 100 ft. night vision range 

 CABLES - Each camera includes a 60 foot cable so that you will have everything you need for installation.  

 INDOOR/OUTDOOR CAMERAS -Weatherproof cameras can endure harsh weather conditions such as heavy rain, wind and snow.  They are suitable for 
both indoor and outdoor use.  Weatherproof cameras are not waterproof.  They may not be submerged in water. 

 21.5 ” LCD Monitor – with HDMI interface 

 

What’s in the Box? 
(1) 16 Channel H.264 Network DVR (QT4760-1) 
(1) Pre-installed 1 Terabyte Hard Drive\ 
(1) 21.5” HDMI/VGA Monitor  
(8) Bullet 650 CCD Resolution cameras with 3-axis brackets (QD6504B) 
(4) Dome 650 Hi-Resolution camera with mounting kits (QD6507D) 
(12) 60Ft BNC Cable for each camera  
(3) Power Supply and 4-Way Power Splitters for Cameras 
(1) DVR power supply 12v/2a 
(1) Remote control 
(1) USB mouse 
(1) Ethernet Cable  
(1) BNC to RCA Video Adaptor 
(1) 4ft. HDMI Cable  
(1) Product Manual on CD 



 

 


